
Editorial 

Here is Dragon at last, the contents of which (I hope) will make 
up for the long delay. Interest in Dragon is growing in the mu
sewn world and we hope to pay for its production by selling cop
ies more widely. In future we will try to include more articles on 
military costume and equipment and on the practical side of re
creating 15th century daily life. We would be very interested in 

comments and articles from readers who are not members of the 
"Companie of Saynte George." 

Due to the joys of fatherhood, your editor Nick Michael has 
been unable to contribute as much as he would like to this issue. 
The "stand-in" editorial team apologises and accepts full re
sponsibility for the less than perfect text. Thanks to all those who 
helped with translations. We desperately need more French lan-
guage articles. 

We are seriously attempting to produce the next Dragon before 
the 1993 season's end. John Howe is preparing an article on 'Tres
tle tables." Gerry Embleton is doing one on "Soldiers dress and 
equipment" and working on illustrations for a really bumper ar
ticle on "Brigandines and their construction" by Ian Pycroft. Bruno 
Chionetti has sent in two excellent contributions from Italian 
sources. May this inspire you to contribute! 
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WHO'S WHO IN 1476: a list of countries, counties 
and the men who governed them. By Bruno Chionetti 

• 
POPE 

Sixtus IV, born Francesco della Rovere, from Savona, 
elected 9th August 1471 (-1484) 

EMPEROR 
Frederick II of Habsburg, crowned in Rome 15th 
March 1452, but on the throne since 1440. Married 
Eleanor of Portugal on 15th March 1452, who died 
in 1467 (Frederick's son Maximilian married Mary 
of Burgundy, daughter of Charles the Bold, in 1477, 
and Frederick died on 19th August 1493). 

FRANCE 
King Louis XI of Valois, crowned 15th August 1465. 
Married Margaret of Scotland in 1436, 
then widowed, and remarried Charlotte of 
Savoy in 1451. 

Aquitaine 
The region was English until 1453, but was reunited 
with the French crown in 1472. 

Brittany 
Fran~ois II, 26th December 1458 (-1488). 

Burgundy 
Charles the bold, Duke of Flanders, Brabant, 
Luxemburg and the Lowlands, succeeded 15th 
June 1467 (-1477) 
Normandy 
United with the French crown since 1469 

Provence 
Renee le Bon, Count, 24th November 1434 (-1480) 

ENGLAND 
King Edward IV, crowned 28th June 1461, deposed 
6th October 1470, recrowned 13th April 1471 (-1483) 

SCOTLAND 
King Jaines III, 3rd August 1460 (-1488) 

GERMANY 
Emperor (see above) 

Brandenburg 
Frederick II Hohenzollern, 1440-1471 

Bavaria 
Landshut Ludwig IX, 1450-1479 

Saxony 
Albert IV, 1464 (-1496) 

Wurtemburg 
Eberarth I, 1457 (-1496) 

AUSTRIA 
Sigismund, son of Emperor Frederick IV, 1446 (-1490) 

BOHEMIA 
Ladislav II Jagellon, son of Casimir IV of Poland, 16th 
August 1471 (-1516) 

DENMARK 
Christian I, 1448, also King of Norway (1450) and 
King of Sweden (1457) (-1481) 

HUNGARY 
Matthia Corvin us, 24th January 1458 (-1490) 

RUSSIA 
Ivan ill, Prince of Moscow, 17th March 1462 (-1505) 

POLAND 
Casimir Jagellon, 26th June 1477 (-1492) 

ITALY 
Ancona 

Free republic under the Pope, 1443-1532 
Aquileia 

Marco I Barbo, Patriarch and Prince of the Empire, 
27th April 1465 (-1491) 

Asti 
Louis XII of Orleans, 1465 (-1498) 

Bologna 
Subject to the Pope, but ruled by Giovanni II 
Bentivoglio, 1st October 1462 (-1506) 

Brescia, Bergamo 
To Venice, 1426-1509 

Cesena, Rimini 
To the Pope 

Corsica 
To the Sforza of Milan (1464-1481), but traditionally 
Genoese 

Pavis, Lodi, Cremona 
1. Galeazzo Maria Sforza, 1466-1476 
2. Gian Galeazzo Maria Sforza (26th December 1476 
(-1494) 

Ferrara 
Ercole d'Este, 19th August 1471 (-1505) 

Finale 
Galeotto II del Carretto, 1466 (-1528) 

Florence 
Giuliano I de Medici, 4th December 1469 (-1478) 
Lorenzo I "ii magnifico", 4th December 1469 (-1492) 

Forli 
To the Pope, but rules by the Ordelaffi family: Pino II, 
1466 (-1480) 

Genoa 
To the Sforza of Milan from 1464 
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Lucca 
Popular rule since 1430 

Mantua 
Luigi III Gonzaga, 26th September 1444 (-1478) 

Massa, Carrara 
Giacomo I Malasdina, 1473 (-1481) 

Milan 
1. Galeazzo Maria Sforza, 20th March 1466-26th 
December 1476 
2. Gian Ga]eazzo Maria Sforza (26th December 1476 
(-1494) 

Modena 
To the Estensi family since 1336 

Monaco 
Lamberto Grimaldi, 1458 (-1494) 

Monferrato 
William VII Paleologus, 29th January 1464 (-1483) 

Naples 
Ferdinando I "the bastard", 27th June 1458 (-1494) 

Padua 
To Venice since 1405 

Parma 
To the Sforza of Milan since 1449 

Perugia 
To the Pope, but ruled by the Fortebracci family 

Pesaro 
Alessandro Sforza, 15th January 1445 (-1473) 

Piacenza 
To the Sforza of Milan since 1466 

Pisa 
To Florence since 1406 

Ravenna 
To Venice since 1441 

Reggio Emilia 
To the Estensi of Modena since 1409 

Saluzzo 
Lodovico I, 1416-1475 

;Sardinia 
To Aragona since 1322 

Savona 
To France from 1458-1464. Then to the Sforza of Milan 
( until 1487) 

Savoy 
Filiberto I, 1472 (-1482) 

Sicily 
Giovanni I, 27th June 1458 (-1479) 

Siena 
Rule of the ten priors since 1465 

Trento 
Prince-Bishop Johan IV Hinderbach, 1465 (-1486) 

Treviso, Feltre, Belluno 
To Venice since 1420 

Trieste 
To Austria since 1469 

Turin 
To the Duke of Savoy since 1418 

Udine, Friuli region 
To Venice since 1420 

Urbino 
Federico da Montefeltro, 23rd March 1474 (-1482) 

Verona 
To Venice since 1405 

Vicenza 
To Venice since 1404 

Bruno Chionetti 

BURGUNDIAN BOOTY 

A large amount of valuable booty was captured at 
Grandson and attempts were made to distribute this as 
fairly as possible to those taking part. Although a large 
amount went missing (presumably into the sleeves and 
doublets of the soldiery), the cantons attempted to draw 
up catalogues of the more allowable items and lists of 
people to whom these items were distributed. 
Three types of booty however do not appear in these 
catalogues and we have to recourse to the chroniclers to 
gain an idea of what happened to them. 

Food/Wine 
Since these items are perishable, these were distributed 
immediately amongst the victors. Ochsenbein lists the 
following: 
3000 sacks of oats 
2000 Barrels of sardines (allecium) 
Barrels of smoked herrings and eels, pickled eggs, salted 
chicken, goose and (my favourite) stockfish, figs and rai
sins. 
Schilling notes sardonically that "the confederates found 
enough to eat, to drink and just about everything else in 
the camp" 

Horses 
Assuming that similar numbers of waggons were 
present at Grandson as at Neuss or Murten (variously 
reported at between 800 and 2000 wagons), the number 
of draught animals captured with the camp must have 
been enormous. Obviously useful when a large amount 
of booty has to be transported home. 

Ochsenbein notes that upwards of 2000 Burgundian 
Camp Girls were captured with the camp. Although he 
hardly mentions them in his text, Schilling's illustra
tions graphically show their "distribution" amongst the 
victors. 

John H. Richards 
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LE MOBILIER MEDIEVALE 

Deuxieme partie: Les Tables 

L'article precedent a traite du bane et du tabouret, la motivation venant de l'absence en quantite suffisante de surfaces, 
plates et portables sur lesquelles s'asseoir durant les manifestations de la Compagnie. Ayant trouve a s'asseoir, ii 
semble logique de vouloir s'attabler. La Compagnie a recemment acquis des tables, ce qui limite quelque peu le 
prolongement pratique, mais ces planches devraient combler l'une ou l'autre faille dans le rempart iconographique 
qui nous abrite. 

Les tables les plus rudimentaires se composent de quatre batons fiches dans une solide planche. Le plateau est 
generalement rectangulaire, parfois carre, parfois renforce (Planche 1., ex. e,j) Les pieds, en coupe ronds ou carres, 
s'epaississent generalement vers le bas. Ils peuvent etre relies entre eux par des traverses, a leur tour parfois relies par 
une troisieme (Planche 3, ex.j et Planche 4, ex. c) Les tables de travail peuvent avoir un plateau inferieur (Planche 2, 
ex. d et Planche 4, ex. b ). 

Les autres tables rectangulaires, parfois avec un cadre legerement sureleve, forment une deuxieme categorie, celle des 
tables a panneaux et a patins. Ces panneaux sont maintenus par des traverses; en ceinture directement sous le 
plateau et reliant les panneaux plus pres du sol. Ces tables sont assez repandues en Suisse et en Allemagne. 

Des tables rondes ou polygonales sont egalement frequentes, surtout dans l'iconographie hollandaise. Allant de 
l'epaisse planche soutenue par 3 ou 4 batons aux elegantes tables a panneaux avec des patins se terminant par les 
pattes d'animaux. 

Je n'ai pas encore trouve des tiroirs dans une table medievale, bien que de nombreuses tables aient un plateau a 
charnies sur un coffre peu profond (beaucoup de tables, par contre, se sont vues gratifiees d'un tiroir ou deux aux fil 
des ans). Ont du aussi exister des tables a double plateau avec un systeme de supports pivotants. Des trous dans le 
dessus des patins et dans le dessous de la moitie fixe du plateau le suggerent en tout cas. Malheureusement ces tables 
sont difficiles a dater avec precision, mais une multitude de systemes ingenieux a du exister. 

Autres exemples "atypiques": les deux "tables de pique-nique" (Pl.3, ex. k et Pl.4, ex n) et la belle table basse sur la 
planche4 (ex. d). 

Le trait commun, et qui differencie la table medievale de sa consoeur de le Renaissance, est le trait lui-meme. 
Energique, decide et franc, ii n 'y a que tres peu de silhouettes approximatives ou de courbes molles, et celles-ci 
peuvent etre imputables a un dessin hatif. La preoccupation de l'esthetique medievale avec la ligne et la forme est 
constante et omnipresente, en mobilier comme en architecture, et ceux qui se lance dans la confection de meubles 
devraient l'avoir a l'esprit. 

Le prochain article, d'un interet plus immediat pour une compagnie militaire mobile qui monte et demonte son camp 
sans arret, sera consacre aux tables a treteaux. 
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PLATE 1 

A,B,C 
D 

E 
F,G 

H 
I 

J 
K 
L 

La Ne£ des Fous, Sebastien Brant, Basel 1494 
Le Livre des Cas des Nobles Hommes, 15e Century, Paris 
Bibliotheque Nationale, MS fr. 130 
Tacitus Sanitatum, Italy, c. 1398 (Vienna MS) 
Hortus Sanitatis, Mayence 1491 
Tacitus Sanitatum, Italy, c. 1398 (Vienna MS) 
Melusine, German, c.1468 
Tacitus Sanitatum, lSe Century, (Paris MS) 
Le livre des clercs et nobles femmes. Boccaccio, French, 15th century. 
Saint Remi, Swiss, 15e Century, Metropolitan Museum, N.Y. 
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MEDIEVAL FURNITURE 

Part Two: Tables 

The previous article on medieval furniture dealt with benches and stools, motivated by the dearth of flat portable 
surf aces on which to sit at Company events. Having found what one may sit on, the logical step is to find what one 
may sit at. Company needs in tables have recently been fulfilled; the following pages will therefore be of less 
practical interest, but will certainly plug a few gaps in the rampart of our iconographic defences. 

The simplest tables are composed of a plank or assemblage of planks, in which four legs have been set. The table top 
is commonly rectangular, occasionally square. The legs are generally angled outwards, either rounded or squared in 
section, and often thicken towards their bases. In some early examples (Plate 1, figs E,J) the top itself is reinforced by 
crosspieces. The legs themselves may or may not be strengthened by crossbars, these in tum sometimes joined by a 
third (Plate 3, fig j and Plate 4, fig c). Less commonly, the legs may be joined by peripheral bars (Plate 4, fig m) quite 
close to the ground. On work tables, a low shelf may also be added (Plate 2, fig D and plate 4, fig b). 

Other rectangular tables, sometimes with a raised or flush frame, fall into the second major "category" of tables 
having panelled legs set in splayed feet, usually strengthened by pegged traverses, often doubled under the plateau 
itself. These tables are common in Switzerland and Germany. 

Round or polygonal tables are also exceedingly common, especially in Dutch iconography. These range from a round 
board in which 3 or 4 simple angled legs are set to finely crafted 16-sided tables with ornately cut panelled legs with: 
animal feet. 

I have yet to find drawers in a table as early as the 1470's, though it appears that some tables were fitted with hinged 
tops over a shallow chest. (Many early tables have been graced with drawers added decades later, however.) One 
might reasonably admit the existence of early-Renaissance tables with doubled hinged tops and swivelling supports. 
Corresponding holes in the feet and underneath the fixed half of the top certainly suggest such examples. 
Unfortunately, the few I have seen are impossible to date with any certainty. Many ingenious systems must have 
existed. 

Other "atypicals" include the "picnic tables" (Plate 3, fig K and Plate 4, fig n) and the low but exceptionally elegant 
writing table on Plate 1 (fig D). 
Perhaps the common denominator of the mediaeval table, and that which sets it apart from its Renaissance 
descendant is the energy and determination of line and silhouette. There are few approximate forms and these may 
be put down to hasty or indifferent craftsmanship. Through all late mediaeval iconography the preoccupation with 
line and form is constant, and should be ever-present in the minds of those who embark on furniture making. 
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PLATE2 
A The Feast at Herod's, Master of the Bemese St. John's Altar 

1495 
B The Feast at Bethany, Freidrich Hedin 1462 
C Shoemake~ from the Mendel Housebook, Nuremberg c.1474 
D French miniature, 15e century 
E Greed, from the Seven Deadly Sins, Heironymus Bosch, late 15th 

century 
F Woodcut, anonymous German, Ulm 1460 
G The Moon and her Children, Master of the Amsterdam Cabinet c. 1480 
H Annunciation, Robert Campin c.1425 (this table has 16 sides) 
I Martinus Opifex, 1440-1445 
J The Torture of unjust Sisamnes, Gerard David, 1498 
K Hans Pam~ Southern Germany, c. 1475 
L St. Elegise in his Workshop, The Bileam Mastei; mid 15th century. 
M Death of St. Korbinian, Jan Pollack, Munich c. 1483 
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The next article, perhaps of a more immediate interest to a mobile artillery company that spends so much time 
striking or setting up camp, will deal with trestle tables. 

John Howe 

PLATE 3 

A The Mendel Housebook, Nuremberg, c. 1425 
B The Bologna Fair, 15th century 
C Woodcut, Master Pierre Pathelin, Paris 1490 
D Self-portrait by Jean Meliot, scribe and illuminator at the court 

of Burgundy, c. 1450 
E Triptich of the Holy Virgin, Deitrich Bouts, mid 15th century. 
F Annunciation, The Oberdeutscher Master, Basel, first half of the 

15th century 
G The Mendel Housebook, c. 1476 
H Das Schatzbehaltai; Nuremberg, 1491 
I The Trojan War, Martinus Opifex, 1445-1450 
J The Mendel Housebook, c. 1425 
K Woodcut, late 15th early -16th century (?) 
L Le Livre de Chirurgie, woodcut, Strasbourg 1497 
M Le Livre de Chirurgie, woodcut Strasbourg 1497 (The table is described as 

an operating table) 
N Woodcut, Johann Gruniger, Strasbourg 1498 

PLATE 4 (page 10) 

A,B,C The Master of the Amsterdam Cabinet, late 15th century 
(Table B has a full lower shelf) 

D Miniature, late 15th century (?) 
E The St. Luke Altarpiece, Herman Rode, Lubeck, c. 1484 
F Aesop's Fables, Ghent, c.1490 
G The Chronicles of Charlemagne, Jean Le Tavernier, 1460 
H The Garden of Good Health, Mayence, 1491 
I Death of a Rich Man, The Hours of Catherine of Cleves, between 

1435 and 1440 
J Ars Moriendi, Dutch, middle of the 15th century 
K Sa~nt Luke, Jean Fouquet, c. 1460-1465 Pierpont Morgan 

Library, MS 834 
LM The Garden of Good Health, Mayence, 1491 
N Schilling Chronicles, Lucerner Schilling. 
0 Schilling Chronicles, Bernese Schilling. 
P Woodcut from The Ship of Fools, Base], 1494 
Q Faits et Dits Memorables, Valerius Maximis, 15th century. 
R Boetius and the Philosophei; anonymous Flemish, 2nd half of the 

15th century 
S French,c. 1470 
T The Ship of Fools, Basel, 1494 
U Schilling Chronicles, Speizer Schilling. 
V Schilling Chronicles, Luzerner Schilling. 
W Annunciation, Master of the Eggelsberg Altar, 1481 
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THALHOFFER 

Training with swords and other edged weapon in the 15th century. 

I am often asked why I do this strange fencing-training with these funny so-called 'Thalhoffer-moves". People 
sometimes say that they look more Japanese than medieval. Well, here is a little explanation. 

Individual training with all common weapons was frequently an everyday thing in many European towns and 
castles (there is much more solid evidence of regular drill and military training than is generally realized. Ed.). 

For example the burghers of Frankfurt were advised that "every man who is a craftsman and has 50 guide (a local 
coin) must have a breastplate, leg armour, a helmet and a halbard, and those who have not so much money should go 
to the Hauptmann (Captain) and he will tell them how to arm." 

The guilds and craftsmen were responsible for defending their towns from aggressors (mostly the nobles) and from 
fire. The guild-masters and burghermasters were in war-time the military leaders, and often hired soldiers to support 
their own forces. 

To own armour, swords and pole arms was one thing - but to use them properly was another. Without practice a 
sword is almost useless - and polearms like the halbard can be more dangerous to the wielders' companions than to 
the enemy, but in the hands of an agile trained man a formidable weapon. 

Inspired by the traditional techniques of Italian masters of defense, a new guild was formed in the German 
speaking part of Europe in the second half of the 15th century (there was no German state in those days), and slowly 
spread to neighbouring countries. The Guild of St. Marcus and the Holy Virgin had its headquarters in Frankfurt/Main. 
Its members were mostly former craftsmen and students from the universities and they became fencing-masters. 

Some - the best ones - published books describing in great detail the techniques of fencing and the rules for "fights 
of justice." (Given the fact that a tiny proportion of the vast number of books in common use in the 15e c have 
survived, a surprising number of these fencing books have come down to us. Ed.). 

The first of these "fencing master publishers" was a certain Master Liechtenaur in the late 14e c and his influence is 
extant in the works of his famous pupil, Master Thalhoffer, who published at least 4 books in manuscript form. These 
books were very often copied and at least 8 examples survive in museums today ( examples also survive in other 
countries, eg. Italy and England. Ed). 

Other colleagues of Thalhofer, such as Masters Kahl, Leckuchner, etc., did the same, and with the introduction of 
printing many more fencing masters rushed into print. 

The fencing masters travelled throughout Europe, selling their skill and knowledge to nobles, burghers and 
soldiers. Thalhoffer for example worked in Nurnberg, Stuttgart, Strassburg, Zurich and Basle. He made his famous 
1467 book in Stuttgart when he trained Duke Eberhard of Wurttemberg for his pilgrimage to the Holy' Land. Working 
at all levels, from private fencing master to the rich, to humble soldier-trainer, these men spread the technique of 
hand-and-a-half sword fighting so extensively that by the end of the 15th c. the figure of the young soldier, lightly 
clad, swaggering with his long sword at his side and echoing exactly Thalhoffer's self portrait in the 1467 book and 
the fencing books, is at once recognisable in chronicles, prints and manuscripts. Individual training with pole arms, 
short sword and buckler, falchions and other weapons, on horse and foot, were also described in detail and 
sometimes the books carried extra information on wrestling, anatomy, exercises and even currency exchange rates. 

Hartmut Writh 

15TH CENTURY WEATHER 

These notes may be of use to company members and may help them to construct their. "in-role" memories and 
family stories. 

Obviously the weather varied greatly from place to place and what people notice, and remember is usually very 
subjective - "hot" to one is merely "warmish" to another and "lovely weather" is a matter of opinion. 

Research using literary sources (chronicles, correspondance, records of harvests, famines and market prices) and 
physical evidence (tree rings, density of peat, etc.) allows us to piece together a general view of weather in north west 
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Europe. 
The mid 1400's were, it seems, generally cold with a hundred-year warmer period starting in the 1470's. 
Decades centering around 1403, 1422, 1436 and 1445 were colder, with long cold winters in 1423, 1435, 1443, 1450, 

1460, 1465, 1481, 1491. The winter of 1478 was particularly severe. 
Occasionally very detailed records exist. In northern Switzerland for example an exceptionally warm period began 

in 1472 lasting until the first snowfall in February 1474 with a severe drought in places. There were bumper harvests 
e.g. in 1472 despite hail damage. In Basle new wine was ready before the 2nd September. The Winter of 1472-73 was 
mild with no snow in Basle and very little in Zurich. Spring was early, trees were in bloom in February, and by April 
growth was 6 weeks ahead of normal. The hot weather ripened wheat, cherries and pears in Basle by mid June and 
the first grapes came in late June. The grass was scorched and prices rose - by September two cabbages cost as much 
as 20 liters of wine. Butter and meat prices went up, but in Winterthur and the Rhine Valley the wine harvest was so 
abundant that there was a shortage of barrels. Springlike weather in October and November brought new leaves on 
the trees, apple and pear blossom and even ripe cherries and strawberries! Food prices fell and mild snow only came 
in February 1474. 

Such details feed our imaginations. Has-anyone these sort of details for other years, and places? 

BOOK REVIEWS 

Women in the medieval town 
by Erika Uitz 

Modem research radically changes the long-cherished image of all medieval women struggling for breath in a 
totally male-orientated society. 

Many, for sure, were treated as servants or slaves and "equality" of sexes - or of classes or peoples - was not a 
medieval concept - but some women controlled their homes, property and sometimes their lives to a greater extent 
than many men. Women could - and frequently did - play an active part in the business world and in the guilds, 
even rising to Master. There was hardly a trade or craft in which women were not represented. 

Erica Uitz's book is an eye-opener and extremely well written and entertaining. I am happy to say that chauvinist 
pigs of both sexes will be left unsatisfied by this excellent, well- researched and balanced book. 

Barrie and Jenkins Ltd 1990 
ISBN 0-7126-3437-1 

Anne le cam: Charles le Temeraire ,un homme et son reue 
Pour vos soirees au coin du feu, je vous recommande tout particulierement la lecture d'un ouvrage qui est sorti fin 

1992. Vous y apprendrez une foule de details sur la vie, les intrigues et les reves de "notre" seigneur Charles et les 
raisons de sa chute. J' espere que vous aurez autant de plaisir que moi en parcourant ce recit historique qui se lit 
comme un roman. Ce livre contient egalement une bibliographie complete de ce qui a ete ecrit a son sujet. 

Preface de Jean-Phillipe Lecat 
In Fine V &O Editions 1992 
22, avenue Hoche, 77330 Ozoir-la-Ferriere 
ISBN 2 84 046005 X 
Prix: Frs. 48.60 

The Chaucerian Handbook 
The Chaucerian Handbook, aimed at newcomers to living history, is a well researched, brief overview of a variety of 

subjects. The author's attitude to historical re-enactment is parallel to that of ours in ''The Companie of Saynte 
George"; an ongoing process of research and improvement. 

Although the focus is early for us, the article serves as useful background information without too many over
generalizations. 

Vox Clamantis Monographs 1 
write to: 
J. L. Singman. 
2244 St Francie Dr. Apt Al07 
Ann Arbor MI 48104 - USA 
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REENACTMENT 

That often used (and abused) quote "all the world's a stage and all the people on it merely players", could perhaps 
be used as an anthem for historical re-enactors The activity which we in The Company of St George enjoy at events 
throughout the year is the closest thing I have found to theatre in its simplest and purest sense. What need have we 
for stage and technical back-up, when we have some of Europe's most beautiful and historic towns and castles as our 
backdrop, and instead of a script we have the spontaneity of everyday conversation reacting to events in and around 
the camp. To take the analogy of a theatre performance further we should compare a historical event with the staging 
of a theatre play. A play has a producer, whereas we have sponsors and clients. Both determine the budget, decide 
the theme of the production, and are later ready to judge whether they have been given value for money. The 
producer is the one who selects the director, in our case the decision to employ the Company and its Captain as 
director. The director has to co-ordinate the company to ensure the producer's wishes are fulfilled, and the play is 
staged effectively. That job is even harder in a re-enactment setting. Usually there is no set script to the production, 
and the director has to act swiftly to ensure the action continues smoothly. 

Even where there is a script, as witnessed at Estavayer in 1991, that is no guarantee that the action will not change 
as the day progresses. Swift decisions are called for and have to be taken. To help him a director appoints assistants to 
take specific responsibility for different activities - assistant director, stage manager, lighting designer etc. Likewise in 
the Company we have a Lieutenant, a Provost, a Master Gunner and so on. Each person has to undertake his 
responsibility to ensure the whole production runs smoothly. Good actors are prepared to take directions, are 
adaptable and ready to tum their hands to any role, and equally important are prepared to undertake some of the 
mundane tasks which working together as a group often requires. So as Company members we must understand 
that we will be asked to do tasks which we might not particularly enjoy. There is bound to be a reason for it, but 
often there is no time to explain why. It's is a case of The Shaw Must Go On first, explanations later. 

Having been at most of the major events during the last two years I have been impressed by the degree of cohesion 
with which the Company operates, not least because we use three,sometimes four, languages to communicate. Part of 
the attraction for me is the ability to work together to put on a good show. I'm sure a theatre director would be 
amazed at what we achieve. The overall standard of our performance is extremely high, and I believe far superior to 
similar events which take place in Britain. 

The Company of St George puts the client first. The camps are always set out to be visually attractive, even if our 
surroundings are not so pleasing, and members are always occupied doing something interesting, even if it is only 
creative idleness! All our activities take a realistic approach - we don't attempt to lay siege to a castle with just 20 
unrehearsed men, as I have witnessed in Britain. We would use the same 20 men to present a visually stunning 
display of halberd drill. Because the Company of St George is organised in the way that it is, we present a 
consistently high standard of performance. As a result we impress the public and make friends wherever we go, 
leading on to new contacts and new events. If the company attempted any other form of organisation I believe it 
would not be so successful. 

The lack of cohesion which now plagues many events in Britain is simply due to the lack of a strong director. When 
nobody takes directorial responsibility, the players are left to carry on activities in their own way without reference to · 
what else might be going on. The result is that the players lack a sense of purpose, the public are disappointed, and 
as a result the client may reconsider using the group in future. I hope this situation never occurs in the Company of St 
George. So much for the theory; how does this work in practice? Problems seem to occur when the client, while 
pleased with our presentation and performance, does not use us to our greatest potential. While we impressed our 
client in Lucerne, I really do not think enough was made of our presence in the town. The general public did not 
appear to know why we were there. Perhaps we must impress upon a client the importance of publicity 'and 
marketing, and using us as a group in a positive way. We are far too valuable an asset to use as a promotional 
gimmick, handing out bread and apple juice in a quiet street. Admittedly the rain did little to create a good 
environment, nor the layout of the camp. 

As for Basle, what a lovely location the Munsterplatz could have been. Again I do not believe we were used in the 
most effective manner. Perhaps it was the wrong event for us to take part in. We were not part of a wonderful 
theatrical experience relating the history of Basle - more an out-of-place sideshow at a huge bierfest. The dilemma is 
how to say "no" to business. A careful balance has to made. Perhaps we are now at a stage where we have more 
offers than we can cope with, and can choose to do the more authentic and pleasurable events; I sincerely hope so. I 
am sure 1993 will see the Company reaching even higher standards, yet still providing great enjoyment for those 
taking part. 

Jamie Donnan, baker and sometime soldier serving the Company of St George. 
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TENTS FOR THE COMPANY OF SAYNTE GEORGE 

Many 15th century manuscripts show tents of satin, brocade and other rich materials. The tents of nobles were, we 
know, sometimes vast, many-roomed and breathtakingly rich. 
However, most illustrations of soldiers' camps show tents of simpler construction and decoration, and it is these that 
we have illustrated in this article. Company members should concentrate on acquiring a practical, simple, 
waterproof and comfortable tent with simple decoration, ideally incorporating a shield or shields bearing the 
Company badge. 

A painted initial from a Milanese manuscript c. 1476 in the Wallace Collection shows behind the kneeling figure of 
Galeazzo Maria Sforza the camp of a Burgundian force sent by Charles the Bold. Each tent carries a small flag, and 
flanking each doorway are two shields with the red and gold arms of Salins, a district of Burgundy. This, and the 
Schilling chronicles are the models for our Company's system of uniform shield decoration for its tents. 

PLATE 1 

A-K are taken from the various Swiss chronicles c. 1470-1513. They obviously have a central pole, some sort of 
wooden construction (like umbrella spokes?) to support the roof, and many have walls that are obviously 
hooked-on, sometimes shown opened-out (see plate 2 A and B for details). Most have red cones and a ball 
finial on their rooftops. 

A. 
B. 
c. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 

K. 
L. 
M-N. 
0. 

P. 
Q. 

R-V 

R. 

s. 

14 

A Burgundian tent, white with red decorations and a Burgundian banner in full colours. 
An all-yellow tent of the Swiss canton of Uri, bearing a motto. 
White, with red herringbone patter. 
A white Bemese tent with red stripes and black "flames" on the roof. 
Burgundian. White with red decorations. Yellow flag with a red cross. 
White, with red binding to the wall-panels and Burgundian badges. 
White; red binding, crosses, flames and flint. The "steels" of the Burgundian arms are black. 
White, with black decorations shown in detail above. 
Six tents from Schilling, the first four from his original chronicle. Many undecorated tents are shown, and 
some with just simple shield badges and flags. 
A variety of roof-decorations. 
Examples of simple decorations from the Swiss chronicles and various MSS. 
Note the stepped roofs, suggesting a more complex internal roof construction. 
Various sources show tents with tautly stretched roofs (over a wooden frame?) and a very loose-hanging 
valance or even a thick fringe. 
On these two examples the guy-ropes seem to be attached to a stiffened hoop from which the walls hang. 
Various types of tents are shown in use as stables, but this illustration is a unique example from Schilling's 
1513 chronicle. The horse appears to be tethered to the edge of the roof of the tent which stands on its central 
pole like an umbrella. Several drawings show tents like this with walls hooked on, apparently supported by 
the central pole alone, which must have been dug into the ground. 

are taken from marvellous miniatures in Rene d' Anjou' s Le Coeur d' Amour Epris. These give us some idea of 
the elaborate construction of the tent of a nobleman. 

The walls are stiffened with light blue strips of wood, or wooden slats sewn underneath, or slipped into sleeves 
of blue cloth. The roof is perfectly smooth and beautifully decorated with gold bands embroidered or painted 
with mottoes. There are many guy-ropes, and the crows-feet have five "toes." 
Another example which clearly shows a red-painted wooden wall-frame, carpeted floor and a window. The 
construction is reminiscent of surviving 17th century Turkish tents. Note the carefully painted curious details. 
- the very large number of guy-ropes; the six-toed crows-feet (fig. T) supporting every inch of the roof's 
circumference; the fine cords tied around the pairs of red wall-supports and connected to the middle of the 
guy ropes. Note also the trefoil wooden foot of each wall-support, from which two cords emerge to tie 
around a metal tent-peg. 
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Decoration 
. It is not clear whether tents were painted, embroidered or if decoration was appliquee. All three methods may have 
,een used. Coloured bands are frequently shown laid along the seams joining the canvas panels, which suggests 

reinforcement rather than paint. Certain features are extremely common, i.e. ball or disc finials, small flags, 
sometimes stiffened, and a red cone at the apex of the roof, probably a canvas or leather reinforcement sewn in. 

I can find no reference to interior construction, but the "umbrella" type, with spokes radiating from the central pole 
seems likely in some cases. Those without guy-ropes must have had a rigid support to stretch the base of the roof, the 
whole being kept up by the pull of the tent pegs on the walls. Many seem to have had the roof stretched taut by 
guy-ropes, with the walls simply hanging from the edge of the roof. The area covered by the spread of guy-ropes and 
tent pegs must have been sub~iantial. 

PLATE2 
A-B Two very fine examples of the tents most commonly illustrated in Schilling's 1513 chronicle. 
B Is an all-yellow tent of the Swiss canton of Uri. 
C-E Many of the camps illustrated in the Schilling chronicles have a large single tent of this seemingly pre etc. 

there are no guy-ropes, and the canvas seems to be a single sheet draped over a wooden frame: the sides 
sometimes do not reach the ground. 

F A II captain's" tent from an Italian MS de re militari, by Roberto Vaturio c. 1460. 
G- L A selection of the simpler and plainer tents from The Camp at Neu~ by the Master of the Housebook, c. 1475. 

J., and particularly L. are practical soldiers' tents. 
M A large French noble' s tent with stiffened roof and freely hanging walls. There are no guy-ropes. Fouquet c. 

1460. 
N A richly decorated Burgundian tent. The roof is stiffly supported by two poles, possibly joined together by a 

third, and some sort of wooden frame. The highly decorated valance looks as if it is a stiff, box-like 
construction. 

0 Like M., this tent has a stiff valance, tightly stretched roof, loose walls and no guy-ropes. 
P A Burgundian tent (same source as N.) showing details of construction. Note the tent-peg at the base of the 

pole- it is unclear in the original drawing whether this is outside the far wall or inside the tent. 
Q-S Italian soldiers take down their camp. In Q., one soldier struggles to unhook or unbutton the walls of his tent 

(company members will be familiar with these poses). V. shows a tent without its walls, and S. lowering the 
tent to the ground. These tents appear to be quite small and to have no internal wooden supports other than 
the pole. From a miniature by Giovanni Bettini, c. 1460. 

T-W Types of wooden tent-peg appearing in several different sources. Roughly cut branches were also used, as 
were metal pins. 

Notes 
1. In a drawing by Wolf Huber 'The Battle of Pavia" c. 1530 in the Stattliche Graphische Sammlung in Munich. some 

semi-collapsed tents are shown with their stout tapering poles fixed into the ground with wedges driven in around 
the base. Soldiers are actually shown chopping one of the tall tent poles down like a tree. 

2. Although at times sufficient tents were ordered for a campaign to house many of the ordinary soldiers e.g. 
Charles the Bold's against the Swi~, they frequently made do with simple shelters of canvas, thatched straw, 
branches, looted wood, or billets in farms and villages. These were sometimes strictly organised and controlled by 
the commanding officers. 

3. I have examined several hundreds of illustrations and I have yet to find a square tent. This is puzzling as a tent of 
this shape with a central pole and four 'spokes' one to each comer, is simple and immensely practical. Burgundian 
records refer to "square" tents, and the lack of pictorial reference does not prove they were not used, but they 
doseem to have been at least fairly uncommon. 

4. I have drawn guy-ropes only when the fifteenth-century artist has shown them. Apart from occasional lazy lapses 
by the artists, many tents are clearly intentionally drawn entirely without ropes. 
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15th CENTURY TOOLS 

Axes 
All of the types shown, with countless variations, appear in manuscripts and paintings. Some of the same shapes'. 

were carried into battle and must have been used by military pioneers, engineers and wood workers. "E & F" are 
good plain felling axes. Most of the others are for carpentry or timber working, some being shaped for special jobs. 
Variations on the shapes of ''D", "K" and "R" are the most common and remain almost unchanged until modem times. 

Saws 
We show the three most common types in use in the 15th century. "a", from a Flemish tapestry c.1490, is the most 

frequently illustrated, rarely with handles, like the two Nuremberg examples, figs. "c" and "d". ''b" is their bigger 
brother, a two- man saw used with a frame or pit. "e" to "i" are hand-saws with different types of blades. All could 
be small one-hand saws (like a pruning saw) or large two-handers as in figure '1". 

Spades and shovels 
Almost every combination of metal and wood, from the entirely metal "h" and "k" to the entirely wooden "s" and 

"t" can be found in contemporary sources, the wooden blade with a metal rim being the most common and 
widespread. 

The sources of the most important illustrations are: 
a. Mural. Crypt of the cathedral of St. Bavon a Grand. 
c. xvth c. Musee de Picardie, Amiens. 
e. Finding of the True Cross c.1479, Kunstmuseum, Basle. 
f. Master ES, South German c. 1450. 
j. Painting by Jacob Cornelius of Amsterdam, c. 1500. 
k. Polish Bible 1330 (Welislaw Bible). 
1." Tacuinum Sanitas, Liege c.1390 and Lucem Chronicle c. 1513. 
o. Schilling, Bern Chronicle. 
r. 19th c. French manuscript. 
s.- t. Workshop of Rogier Van der Weyden. 
u. Jean Fouquet, c1450. 
v. Miniature from a breviary, Mayer Van der Bergh, c. 1500. 

TOOLS FOR THE COMPANIE OF SAYNTE GEORGE 
We need tools for all kinds of work with wood, metal and leather, to dig, chop timber, cut hay and throw up 

earthworks. We have bought some, and members have generously donated others, in particular Hartmut and our 
German friends who presented the Company with a partially-filled tool box. 

Many simple tools changed little from medieval times to the machine and mass-production of the 20th c and many 
of the rusting and broken hand-made ones to be found in junk shops or markets today are almost perfect replicas of 
their 15th century counterparts. 

Members are begged to look out for tools, both for their own use and to give to the company's tool chest 
We need saws, hammers, nails, axes, chisels, files, drills, augers, awls, spoke-shaves, spades, mattocks, etc. All· 

either hand made or looking like it. They need not be in good condition and we can "doctor" modem ones of the 
right shape. 

Look at the illustrations, show them to your friends and relatives and go hunting. 
That old rusty hammer head could, when cleaned up, ring again on our company's anvil. 

OUTILS POUR "LA COMPAGNIE DE SAINT GEORGES" 
Nous avons besoin d'outils. Des outils a travailler le bois, le metal et le cuir, a creuser, a couper du bois, du foin et 

aux travaux de la terre. Nous en avons deja achete, et d'autres membres nous en ont genereusement offert, en 
particulier Hartmut et nos amis allemands, qui ont presente a la compagnie une boite a outils tres bien gamie. 

Beaucoup d'outils ont tres peu evolues entre le moyen-age et l'avenement de la production industrielle de masse du 
20e siecle, et nombre de ces outils qui dorment chez les brocanteurs, ou peut-etre dans votre cave, sont des repliques 
quasi parfaites de leurs cousins medievaux. 

Gardez les yeux bien ouverts, des outils dont vous n'auriez pas besoin vous-memes seraient les bienvenus. 
Nous avons besoin de scies, de dous, de marteaux, de haches, de ciseaux a bois, de limes et de rabots, de perceuses, 

de pelles et de pies, etc., le tout fait-main, ou au moins en ayant l'air. pas necessairement neufs, et nous pouvons 
modifier ce qui a l'air trop modeme. 

Regardez bien les illustrations, montrez-les a vos familles et a vos amis, et bonne chasse! Cette vielle masse qui 
rouille clans un coin comble et poussiereux pourrait bien faire a nouveau sonner J'enclume de la compagnie. 
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THE BIRTII OF A CHILD IN THE LATE MEDIEVAL PERIOD 

The birth in December of Gerry's son Samuel gave me the motivation to do some research on childcare in the Middle 
Ages. The results were interesting to say the least, so here, specially dedicated to Samuel Embleton, are some tips for 
his mother! 

If there are problems with conception. 

'1f the woman wishes to become pregnant, so should she take a hare's stomach and a kid's stomach and then bum 
them both to powder and drink it with wine, both she and the man together, otherwise it would be wasted" 

Early pregnancy test. 

'1f the woman wishes to know whether she is pregnant or not, so should she take her urine and pour it on a wild 
poplar. If after 3 days the poplar has dried out, so is she not pregnant; if however it is green, so is she pregnant" 

Sex determination. 

'1f the woman wants to know whether she is pregnant with a boy or a maid, so should green vinegar be taken and 
poured on her head. If she speaks of a man, so will she bear a boy, if she speaks of woman so will it be a maid. If she 
speaks of both, so will the child live long ... " 

The birth of a child. 

The Middle Ages have left us with a large quantity of reference material regarding the act of childbirth and the events 
surrounding it Indeed, the birth of a child of this time is far better documented than its first years of life, its 
education, its habits and its games. 
The fact that many of the techniques taught in "modem" antenatal classes were widely used during the Middle Ages 
may surprise the late twentieth century person, guilty as we often are of reinventing the wheel and then pointing to 
our "civilised" ways as if we owned the patent. 

A 

B 
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At the end of the fifteenth century an apothecary named Eucharius Rosslin, from Freiburg (60Km north of Basel), 
brought out a book called 'The Rosegarden for Pregnant Women and Midwives." This book was produced as a guide 
for pregnant women and midwives and written in German (normally medical publications were written in Latin). At 

, '-he end a glossary of common Latin names together the German translation was included so that "it could be 
understood by women." Richly illustrated with woodcuts, it describes normal and abnormal positioning of the baby 
in the womb, advice for the mother-to-be in her last months of pregnancy, medicines to help the birth, advice on 
dealing with premature babies and other complications, as well as giving tips on the care of newborn infants. 

Of great interest is the way the book stresses the importance of the midwife at the birth, the presence of a doctor 
being considered "unnecessary." A large proportion of the book deals with the ''birthing stool," apparently widely 
used in Germany and Italy at that time. 'The stool should be well padded with dean linen cloths, so that the woman 
can sit back comfortably in it. The midwife should sit in front, so that she can monitor the movements of the baby in 
the womb, salve the birth passages and most importantly, exert a calming influence on the woman. This should be 
done by gently caressing the mother, by advice and conversation and by strengthening the mother with food and 
drink. Soft words should help the mother to use the correct breathing technique." The midwife should also '' comfort 
the mother with the thought of giving birth to a boy," probably because it was generally thought the the birthweight 
of a boy was lower but also perhaps because of the high value of a boy in medieval society. 

Girl or boy, there is much evidence that parents cared for their children just as much as they do now. The relatively 
high child mortality rate (thought to be about 10%) but also the high birth rate meant that most families had many 
more happy occasions but also many more "sad" ones than families today, and perhaps the birth of a child was 

~ therefore less of an event. Excerpts from the diary of Johannes Tichtel, a doctor living in Vienna, paint a poignant 
picture of family life. 

1480: On the day before St. Benefice, the 4th June, my first son Leopold was born two hours and three minutes after midday. He 
was christened on the day of St. Benefice. 
1482: On the 8th of March, this was the Friday before St. Gregory's day, my second son Gregory was born in the first hour and 
third minute after midnight. He was christened on the same day at around 4 o'clock in the afternoon. 
1484: Of On this day (13th June) my son Gregory died! My sweet son! ... On Wednesday, the 11th of August, the day after St. 
Laurence, my third son Cosmas was born at a quarter to the sixth hour of the morning. He was christened on the same day at 
around 3 o'clock in the afternoon. 

A Position of midwife and mother, from "the Rosegarden." 

B Birthing stool, from-"the rosegarden." 

C Children in the womb. 
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1485: On this same day (31st August) my son Cosmas was weaned from his mother's breast at the age of one year and three 
weeks. 
1486: On this day (12th June), my fourth son Lucas was born. Thanks and thanks again to Almighty God. Although the birth 
was not without problems, Lucas was uninjured. Lucas died according to the will of God on the Monday after St. Virus (19th · 
June). 
1487: On the day of St. Andrew (30th Navember), at the eleventh hour before midday my fifth son was born. In the fourth hour of 
the same day he was christened. He was named Andrew. 
1490: On the Sunday before Whitsun, the 23rd May, at a quarter before the sixth hour of the morning, my first daughter Anna 
was born. Honour and Praise to the Almighty! 
1491: On the 21st of May my daughter Anna was weaned from her mothers breast. 

From these few short passages, we can see how close life and death could be. Tichtel's happy outburst at the birth of a 
daughter shows that once his line of succession had been secured (by the birth of sons), the arrival of a baby girl 
caused as much pleasure to a proud father as it would do today. 

Childcare. 

Cardinal Giovanni Dominci writes in 1405, that 11parents are to ensure that pictures of the Holy Child or the Virgin 
are hung in the house. Thereby the child may find more pleasure from them than earthly delights while still in its 
napes, because it sees in them the expression of its own desires"." 
In 1493, Bartholomaus Scherrenmuller translates a Latin script by William of Saliceto, written in 1275. 1'The child 
should be wrapped in a linen cloth that covers the whole body. The arms should be stretched out, as well as the legs 
and the feet. A swaddling band is used to hold the covering together. The child should then be laid in its cot with it~ 
head raised, so that a coif can be put on its head, to protect it from heat and frost. And then the cot should be moved, 
the wet-nurse should sing and whisper quietly to the baby, so that the child'spirit is strengthened and confirmed in 
its good nature and being." 
In 1473, Bartholomaus Metlinger advises that 11up to the age of half a year, the child should be washed daily in a 
warm bath of water, that should be warmer in winter than in the summer and hotter for a girl than for a boy." He 
also advises that 11the ears should be closed with a piece of cotton, so that no water can enter." The best bathing time 
is thought to be after the long sleep, although care should be taken "that the child should not be fed for one hour 
before and one hour after the bath." 

Good luck. 

A large number of religious pictures of the period show the baby Jesus wearing jewellery made of coral. For those 
people of mediaeval times who could afford it, coral in the form of necklaces, bracelets or charms was considered to 
be a powerful shield for children and protection against evil influences. Coral was even thought to protect the child 
against lightning and was thought to help the teething process. The widespread use of coral is also a powerful proof 
of the extent of trade in these times. 

Christening 

The acceptance of the child into the religious community was confirmed by the christening. In 15th Century 
Nuremburg, the church forbade the use of silk christening cloths, as well as those decorated with gold, silk, silver or 
pearls. No more than twelve women were allowed to be present at the christening as well the father and the 
Godparents. No christening party was allowed, but the women were allowed to bring Lebkuchen, local Frank wine or 
a wine of a similar price or even mead. The child's mother was allowed to invite her relations (grandmother, mother, 
sisters, sisters-in-law and godparents) to a meal, but this had to be simple (raw fruit, cheese, bread and Frank wine). 
A child that died before its christening was considered in danger of eternal damnation and children were often 
christened as soon as possible after birth to avoid this risk. The church required the midwife to hold an emergency 
service for stillborn children and often these were 11raised from the dead" for a few minutes until the christening 
could be carried out. Any women present would act as godparents. It appears that the church often had to remind the 
midwife to carry out this service using clean water, and not beer, wine or milk as was often the case. 

}.Richards 
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MAKING A PADDED JACK 

Angela Lowes and Keith Bartlett have been experimenting with the construction of padded 
fabric armour: here are the results. 

(See article "Jacks for the company of St. George" Dragon N° 3.) 

The Pattern 

No original jacks, or patterns for them, exist today and there were certainly countless variations. We have 
developed a pattern which produces the closely fitted style visible in Memling paintings and other late 15th century 
sources. 

Make a pattern for the back, front and collar pieces, allowing good seam allowance. Tack all the pattern pieces 
together and fit them on the person. This will give you the size of the inner lining and will be the basis for all the 
other layers. The large seam allowance will permit you to adjust the size of each successive layer. The outer layer will 
be the largest. 

Points to note when making the pattern 
1. The shoulder seam should only be about three fingers wide. 
2. The armhole should be deep. 
3. The side and the back seams should fit into the waist and then flare out over the hips. 

When you are satisfied with the fit of the pattern use this to cut out the inner lining, outer, and canvas layers, plus 
the layers of blanket. The number of layers of blanket depend on the thickness of blanket plus the effect you are try
ing to achieve. There are approximately five whole layers plus extra pieces of blanket to pad the breast and back. To 
make the construction easier, cut layers the same size and trim off the excess when needed. 
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Use strong cotton for the outer layer and inner lining. For the padding use layers of blanket plus one layer of stiff 
fabric eg. canvas, next to the inner lining. If this layer is not included the quilting loses some of its effect. 

A. outer layer 
B. blanket 
C. canvas 
D. inner lining 
1. with canvas layer 
2.withoutcanvaslayer 

1 

Putting together 

2 

Put to one side the outer layer plus three complete layers of blanket. Join the inner lining and then the canvas layer 
except for the side seams. The side seams are the very last things to be sewn. 
Lay this on a large flat work surface, canvas uppermost, and tack together using brightly colored strong thread. This 
will make it easier to remove later. Next, start to arrange one layer of blanket. Do not overlap or make seams in the 
blanket layers. Trim the excess away so that the seam edges butt together. Tack in place and then catch the edges of 
the blanket together with over stitches at the seams, only going through the blanket and not the canvas or lining. 

Seams of blanket joined together 

\ 

' . .. ' ' . 

. . 

• .,,.,. , I 

Make the first layer of blanket cover all of the jack. In the next layer cut away a strip at the waist. This is to remove 
some of the bulk at the waist to give the required fit. Stitch the edges at the waist to the first layer of blanket. Set the 
completed padded inner lining aside. 
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Now repeat the process using the outer layer as the base. Make the seams slightly narrower and use three layers of 
blanket instead of two. If extra padding is required on the chest and the back use round or oval pieces of blanket 
where necessary. Avoid the waist area and the seam edges. 
··, Trim away the layers of blanket from all the edges leaving the seam allowance of only the outer layer and the inner 
1ming showing. 
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Tum the seam allowance over the blanket edges and sew into place. Do not go through to the outer layer or inner 
lining but make sure you catch all the blanket layers. This is very important, otherwise the padding will move when 
you join the layers together. 
- When you construct the second half make sure you achieve the same shape as with the first half. It is easier to 
..:orrect mistakes now rather than later. 

Lay the outer layer piece onto the inner lining piece, blanket sides together, and pin all the edges together. The 
outer layer should be slightly larger than the top. 

Carefully tack the edges together. Now pin the side seams and try on the jack. Make any necessary alterations now. 
This is your last chance. Oversew all edges except the sides. Use very small stitches as close together as possible. 

Now decide whether you want the jack stitched in lines or in squares using knots. The knots are easier than the 
lines. To place the knots, lay the jack flat and using pins mark the position of the knots. Remember that the side seams 
have yet to be joined so try and keep the pins in line around the body of the jack. The pins should be about two 
inches or five centimetres apart. Once each pin is in place mark the position with a soft lead pencil to get an accurate 
position. Remove all the pins and start to work the French knots. Use a very strong thread or a thick crochet thread. 
The knots need to be big enough to show on the outer side and pulled tightly enough to draw all the layers together. 
Do not make the knots near the side seams until these have been joined. 

To join the side seams, place the right sides together and oversew the outer edges only. If the inner edges get in the 
way, release the tacking to help you. Now overstitch the inner edges. Complete knots that were left undone. 

Remove all the tacking stitches. 

Point-holes 
Work the point-holes on the front. If the jack is to have sleeves attached with points leave these holes until the 

. .;Jeeves are completed and the holes can be matched up. 
Using a piece of strong cotton plus a piece of blanket make a strip the length of the front opening by two and one 

half inches or 6 centimetres wide. The blanket strip is covered on both sides with the cotton. Hand sew these to the 
inside of the left front edge behind the row of point-holes. This strip extends beyond the left front edge to cover, 
when pointed together, behind the point-holes of the right front edge. 
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If sleeves are required they are made in the same way as the body of the jack. Make the sleeve in two pieces. Only 
join the inner seam, leaving the outer seam open. Remove any necessary layers of blanket at the inside of the elbows 
to make arm movement easier. Using strong thread or string, draw up the sleeve head to make it round. The sleeve if 
set high on the shoulder and needs to be shaped to fit the shoulder joint. 
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A SMALL HOUSEHOLD OF THE FIFTEEN1H CENTURY 

Tn 1361 John Munden, a worthy of some local repute in Dorset, established a chantry in Bridport with two priests, one 
Jf whom was to account to the rector of Bridport for their annual stipends. 
In 1452 William Savernak was ap. ·'1_,. in. ted to the chaplaincy of Munden' s chantry, and the detailed accounts he kept 
for seven years from 1453 until hj4death have happily survived. Week by week he recorded the amount spent on 
feed, and noted the persons outsid; the usual household who shared the meals. He compiled annual statements 
showing the expenditure on the upkeep of the chantry house with its garden and dovecote, on the maintenance of the 
chape], including the provision of bread, wine and lights, and on the purchase of household utensils, fuel, wages and 
gifts. 

The food accounts show that the chaplains lived comfortably on a diet that was not luxurious, but far from monot
onous. The first item in the weekly purchases of food is invariably bread, but there is no mention of quantity or qual
ity. Ale was drunk as regularly as we drink tea or coffee, and always formed the second item on the list. 
Purchases of beef, mutton and pork occur most regularly, with veal and lamb less frequently, and it is interesting to 
find that a household this size was able to purchase meat, and very likely fresh meat, throughout the year as it was re
quired. As special treats, sucking pigs or chickens were purchased, and once the chaplains enjoyed two woodcocks 
and a goose. 

Hsh was of course a staple article. ~lfood appearing every week, and entirely replaces meat during Lent. V ari~ties in
clude mackerel, hake, ling, haddocl; cod, whiting, conger-eel and herrings, and among the shell-fish, oysters, mus
sels, cockles and whelks, oysters being greatly preferred above the others to judge from the frequency of their appear
ance. 

The Lenten diet was relieved by considerable quantities of almonds and dried fruit, mostly figs and raisins. The chap
lains' distaste for figs, which appear only at Lent, appears to have been widely shared: in 1473 a Bristol merchant re
fused a cargo of figs which had not arrived until after Ester owing to storms because " the merchandize has no value 
at this season of the year." The end of the long fast was regularly marked by a considerable outlay for meat, eggs and 
butter, all of which were apparently available at almost any season. Milk was also bought regularly. 
Staple foods include honey, pork brawn, peas and oatmeal. Salt is purchased in two forms, ''salt for the table" and 
11 coarse salt," the latter presumabl~ used for preserving meat and fish. Fresh fruit and vegetables include wai:dens, 
peas and beans, whilst there are flchases of cloves, ginger and cinnamon, with minute quantities of saffron/mus-
tard and vinegar. · · 
From the accounts we know that home produce included at least onions, grapes, fruit and pigeons. 

From K.L. W ood-Legh: A small household of the fifteenth century, Manchester University Press 1955 

N.Michael. 

Several members have asked for the source of the following quotation 
_...,.. 

In her Medieval Costume and ~J (Batsford Ltd. London, 1931), Dorothy Hartley~-writesdn certain country 
districts of the continent the peasants still (1931) make and use hand stuffs locally woven on primitive handlooms and 
sufficiently elastic to be made up into hose on mediaeval lines. (Information received- experto crede - from M. Maurice 
Leloir, President of the Societe de l'Histoire du Costume, Paris). 
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THE SPLENDOURS OF 1HE BURGUNDIAN COURT 

John Paston III to Margaret Paston (his mother), 8th July 1468 

Ryth reverend and worchepfull modyr, I recomand me onto you as humbylly as I can thynk, de

syiring most hertly to her of your welfare and hertys ese, whyche I pray God send yow as hasty

ly as eny hert can thynk. Pies yt yow to wet that at the makying of thys byll my brodyr and I and 

all our felawshep wer in good helle, blyssyd be God. As for the gydyng her in thys contre, it is as 

worchepfull as all the world can devyse it, and ther wer never Englyshe men had so good cher 

owt of Inglond that ever I herd of. As for tydyngys her, but if it be of the fest, I can non send 

yow, savying that my Lady Margaret was maryd on Sonday last past at a towne that is callyd 

The Dame, .iii. myle owt of Brugys, at .v. of the clok in the mornyng. And sche was browt the 

same day to Bruggys to hyr dener, and ther sche was receyvyd as worchepfully as all the world 

cowd devyse, as wyth presessyon wyth ladys and lordys best beseyn of eny pepyll that ever I sye 

or herd of. And many pagentys wer pleyid in hyr wey in Bryggys to hyr welcomyng, the best 

that ever I sye. And the same Sonday my lord the Bastard took upon hym to answere .xxiiii. kny

tys and gentylmen wythin .viii. dayis at jostys of pese; and when that they wer answeryd they 

.x:xiiii. and hym selve schold tomye wyth othyr .xxv. the next day aftyr, whyche is on Monday 

next comyng. And they that have jostyd wyth hym into thys day have ben as rychely beseyn, 

and hym selve also, as clothe of gold and sylk and sylvyr and goldsmythys werk myght mak 

hem; for of syche ger, and gold and perle and stonys, they of the Dwkys coort, neythyr gentyl

men nor gentylwomen, they want non; for wythowt that they have it by wyshys, by my trowthe 
I herd nevyr of so gret plente as her is. Toys day my Lord Scalys justyd wyth a lord of thys con

tre, but nat wyth the Bastard, for they mad promyse at London that non of them bothe shold nev

er dele wyth othyr in armys. But the Bastard was on of the lordys that browt the Lord Scalys into 

the feld; and of mysfortwne an horse strake my lord Bastard on the lege, and hathe hurt hym so 

sore that I can thynk he shal be of no power to acomplyshe up hys armys, and that is gret pete, 

for by my trowthe I trow God mad never a mor worchepfull knyt. And as for the Dwkys coort, 
as of lordys, ladys, and gentylwomen, knytys, sqwyris, and gentyllmen, I herd never of non lyek 

to it save Kyng Artourys cort. By my trowthe, I have no wyt nor remembrans to wryte to yow 

halfe the worchep that is her; but that lakyth, as it comyth to mynd I shall tell yow when I come 

home, whyche I tryst to God shal not be long to; for we depert the soner, for the Dwk hathe word 

that the Frenshe kyng is purposyd to mak wer upon hym hastyly, and that he is next coming for

ward to met wyth hym. God geve hym good sped, and all hys, for by my trowthe they ar the 

goodlyest felawshep that ever I cam among, and best can behave them, and most lyek genty 11-

men .... 

The two elder Paston brothers accompanied Princess Margaret, sister of Edward IV, to Bruges in 1468 for her mar
riage to Charles the Bold. The Bastard referred to was Antoine, comte de la Roche, le grand batard, half-brother to 
Charles the Bold, and his most loyal and staunch supporter (Ed.). 
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